Call for applications

External

Internship: Intelligence Specialist [2 places]

Role:

Intelligence Specialist, Intern

Area of focus:

Open-Source (OS) analysis and intelligence assessment, contributing to PRINCEPS’s main practices: (1) Due Diligence; (2) Information Security; (3) Competitive Intelligence; (4) Advocacy and Coalition Building; (5) Reputation Management.

Job Description:

The successful Intelligence Specialist (IS) will be able to handle a wide variety of analytical tasks at the intersection of business and politics. These tasks will range from Open-Source intelligence collection to data assessment, to policy writing, and business development support.

Each candidate will be asked to state their preferential (1) practices, (2) skills, and (3) region. Tasks will be assigned accordingly to assure a synergy between PRINCEPS’s projects and the IS’s career plans. The IS will report directly to the head(s) of practice(s) they choose as their preferential. The IS is expected to work remotely due to the pandemics-related constraints.

Expected skills:

The successful candidates will have exceptional research and analytical skills. Further, they will be passionate writers and clear communicators, preferably in multiple languages.

Type:

Paid internship, 20h/week; alternative arrangement can be explored with successful candidates.

Location:

Flexible

Dates:
June 2021 – August 2021; alternative arrangement can be explored with successful candidates.

About PRINCEPS Advisory:
PRINCEPS Advisory is a boutique business intelligence and political risk firm based in Prague with operations across Europe. It offers uniquely personalized services to clients in the highest echelons of both the public and the private respective spheres. PRINCEPS’s main services cover five domains: (1) Due Diligence; (2) Information Security; (3) Competitive Intelligence; (4) Advocacy and Coalition Building; (5) Reputation Management. Working shoulder to shoulder with clients, on-site and behind-the-scenes, PRINCEPS unites the what, the how, and the who, to support its clients’ assets, influence, and reputation.

How to apply:
You may apply by submitting the required documents by the deadline at the email address below.

Documents:
CV/Resume
Cover letter (no more than 400 words); please note the country/city where you expect to be based at the time of the internship
One attachment of candidate’s own choosing – a photo, a reference, a work sample, or anything else that the candidate believes could communicate their unique value to the employer.

Application deadline:
May 16, 2021
All candidates will be contacted within one week after the deadline.

Contact:
JoinUs@princepsadvisory.com

Application procedure:
Meeting 1: General interview
Meeting 2: Competence test and detailed interview